case of some sermons\textsuperscript{5} there have been more. The result still leaves some problems unsolved, others with tentative solutions. However, the vast majority of the sermon texts are clearly rendered and significantly more reliable than if the work was the product of any single individual's effort. We are now looking for an opportunity to make these sermons available to interested persons by means of publication in a scholarly journal.

A summary outline of all the manuscript documents follows:\textsuperscript{6}

\begin{itemize}
  \item Luke 18:9ff — 4 MS pages; an incomplete and early draft.
  \item Luke 18:19ff — 8 MS pages; complete, a later draft.
  \item John 8:1ff — 12 MS pages; a complete booklet and an earlier draft.
  \item John 8:1ff — 13 MS pages; complete, a later draft.
  \item Romans 3:23-4 — 14 MS pages; a complete booklet with a preaching register containing three entries dating from January 1 to March 11, 1739; also a fragmentary benediction.\textsuperscript{7}
  \item Romans 3:23-5 — 18 MS pages; a complete booklet with the longhand University prayer written on an unnumbered page inside. Charles Wesley preached this University sermon on Sunday, July 1, 1739. Although it contains sections copied from the other Romans 3 sermon above, it is a different sermon.
  \item Titus 3:8 — 12 MS pages; a complete booklet with four entries in the preaching register between the dates of December 21, 1738 and March 4, 1739.
  \item I John 3:14 — 21 MS pages; a complete booklet with a sermon register containing 19 entries for the period July 16, 1738 to April 1, 1739. The sermon has two parts and each is noted distinctly in the register.
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{5}For example, the John 8:1 manuscript sermon had three readers,\textsuperscript{6} vis., the present editors and Mr. Douglas Lister, who is skilled in nearly twenty different types of early English shorthand. We are grateful for the time and attention he and his wife gave to checking the deciphered texts and to offering solutions to difficult passages.

\textsuperscript{6}It is interesting to note that Charles Wesley dated January to March in the “New Style” which did not come into widespread use in England until 1751.
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Dieter begins by analyzing how historic pietism and American revivalism were blended with Wesleyan perfectionism into a distinctly new teaching. The movement centered around Phoebe Palmer and her “Tuesday Meeting for the Promotion of Holiness” in New York City. The movement spread to the British Isles and Canada through the meetings held by the Palmers, Charles Finney, William Boardman, and Robert Searsall and Hannah Whitall Smith.

After the Civil War it was institutionalized first in the camp meetings, then the holiness associations, and finally, despite all attempts by Methodist leaders to keep it from breaking away, in such denominations as the Church of God, the Church of the Nazarene, the Pilgrim Holiness Church, and the whole Pentecostal movement.

Dieter is especially helpful in his theological analysis of the historical roots of holiness, though his book is primarily history. He gives fair place to the role of women in the movement and notes their prominence at a time when other segments of the church were much less encouraging. His work also gives a sense of the movement’s place in the broader context of Anglo-American church life.

The book was initially Dieter’s dissertation at Temple University and still includes both the strengths and weaknesses of that format. On the one hand it is extensively documented; scholars will find it a mine of clues to further delving into the subject. On the other hand, it has that feel of being written to please a committee rather than to express the focused interest of one mind.

It will, however, take its place alongside Timothy Smith’s \textit{Revivalism and Social Reform}, Charles Jones’ \textit{Perfectionist Persuasion}, and Vinson Synan’s \textit{The Holiness-Pentecostal Movement in the United States}, in helping American church historians to interpret this most important spirit of revival in the nineteenth century church.

Nancy A. Hardey
Atlanta, Georgia
Methodist History


This volume sets a high standard for local church historians. Written by a husband and wife team, the book contains an amazing scope of detail about the history of First United Methodist Church in Wichita Falls, Texas. Yet the story moves along gracefully and relates local church events to the life of the city around it as well as to denominational trends.

The breadth of research in which the authors engaged is an outstanding feature of the account. Among these are church records, local newspapers, interviews, the *Texas Christian Advocate*, annual conference journals, the *Handbook of Texas*, secular histories of the state, histories of the denomination in the conference and in the state — and others. This book is, in short, an excellent model for any church planning to produce its own history.

Walter N. Vernon
Nashville, Tennessee

---


Edwin S. Gaustad, Professor of History at the University of California, Riverside, is one of the premier historians of religion in America. This is the first of two volumes in which he presents some of the fascinating and important documents for reconstructing American religious history. He calls them “building blocks.” In this collection Gaustad aims to capture the variety of American religious experience and its “passionate voices.” The Methodist tradition is represented in short selections from the writings of Whitefield, Asbury, Richard Allen, James Gilruth (circuit rider), Daniel Payne (not specifically identified as an African Methodist Episcopal leader and bishop), and the slavery schism of 1844.

Charles Yrigoyen, Jr.